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EASAPS is founding the European Society of Aesthetic
Plastic Surgery (ESAPS).
We need European representation of all individual Aesthetic
Plastic Surgeons emphasizing the core values of ethics,
patient safety and good training.
National Societies must be promoted among all these
surgeons where national interests need to be defended. If
they don’t have a National Society we can help them found
one.
European issues such as GDPR, VAT, ALCL, facility
accreditation, cross border medical travel etc are easier to
address together than on our own.
Europe is strong in its diversity where we can learn from
each other. EASAPS/ESAPS intends to do this, collect
information and distribute to all.

EASAPS 2018 Fellowship
EASAPS is very pleased to inform you that Vivien Moris
from France, was awarded the 2018 EASAPS Fellowship.
All the candidates submitted excellent motivations so we
hope that we will have the opportunity to see their
applications for future fellowships. There will also be a
fellowship awarded for the best paper from a "young
category" during our Biennial meeting that will be held in
Bruges so please send your best paper, or stimulate your
young colleagues to submit. The congress home-page can
be found here and the link for the abstract is here.

SEND AN ABSTRACT

EASAPS welcomes new Committee members
We are very pleased to welcome some new members to
the EASAPS Committees:
Paul Harris - UK. ExCo and External relations committee
Mario Jorge-Freire - Portugal. External relations
committee
Urs Bösch - Switzerland. Patients safety committee
Alessandro Gualdi - Italy. Patients safety committee
Yoram Wolf - Israel. Marketing committee

WWW.REALPLASTICSURGEON.EU
Already 289 individual plastic surgeons inscribed after the
last newsletter. We will soon add all the Swedish and all
the Portugese plastic surgeons as their Societies have
agreed to be added as a group. These doctors will get the
request to add a password to their account by email. We
encourage all Societies to discuss permission of adding all
plastic surgeons since this website should be reliable for
your country.

APPLY HERE

ALCL
The Paris ANSM meeting concluded that a total ban of all
textured implants is not advisable, so we hope that the
government will follow this advise. This month the FDA will
have a hearing on implants, that will be important.
We will update you when we know more.

